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THE Overland announces for April an
illustrated paper on Californian Dairies.
" The Old World Judged by the New," by
James D. Phelan, will also appear.

AN independent and breezy weekly is the
Saturday Night. The page that attracts
most attention is from the pen of that able
writer, "Don." A recent issue contains a
critique of Edward Blake's letter. There is
no scandal in the society news.

THE Quiver for April opens with a breezy
paper by Rev. B. G. Johnson, the " Rough
Days of March." " A Cordial for Care,"
and " Light Enough to Get Home," are
short and helpful Iiapters. A new seriai,
" On Stronger Wings," is begun in this
number.

'THE Publisher's Circular is now issued
once a week instead of once a fortnight. The
size of the page has been enlarged, which
will afford greater facilities for illustrating.
The latest issue affords its readers an oppor-
tunity of looking at the pleasant faces of
great publishers when bent on enjoyment.

THiE Dominion Illustrated has recently
been greatly enlarged and promises a brill-
iant future under the new management. " A
Reverent Pilgrimage " is a series of articles
on Old World cities which cannot but afford
pleasure. Specially worthy of mention are
the illustrations, " Tree in Stanley Park,'
and "Winter view of St. Hilaire Mountain.'

By prize competitions and its own high
standard the Decorator and Furnisher stimu-
lates the followers of Art. Decorative charts
drawn to a scale are being given in the
present issues, from which anyone may decor-
ate his home without calling in the services
of a professional. The illustrations are, as
usual, of great beauty.

" OUR Government," a series of articles
running in the Wde Awake, is by Hon. John
D. Lang, ex-Governor. Besides the unique
Pepper story by Margaret Sidney, there are

two other serials of interest. Many short
stories of worth will appear during the year.
" Drawing the Child Figure " is a paper of
practical instruction in art.

THE second paper by Francis Parkman on
the " Capture of Louisbourg " appears in the
April Atlantic. " The House of Martha "
is continued by Stockton's master hand.
" The Brazen Android," a remarkable story
of old London, by W. D. O'Connor, begins
in April and will be concluded in May. The
number is a specially strong one in poetry as
well as prose, poems being published by
Scollard, Parsons, Collier and Hayne.
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